
14105: "a period with a lot of ideas taking a break from all the renovation work in 

culemborg and taking nice inspiring walk alone in a forest in breda during a very 

sunny november day and getting also many ideas staying longer in bed and later 

walking in arnhem for a whole day exploring the surrounding"

13112: "public spaces started to be filmed while briefly in holland before going to 

the alps in italy and there not moving so much due to my intense renovation of my 

barn but managing to film while walking with myrthe and her friends and later 

august in the mountains taking nice shots particularly from the pasubio despite 

some problem with the now two years old smart phone that kept restarting and also 

filming different water sites where i took myrthe and august to swim as well as my 

native highland of asiago before setting off for a trip with august south filming 

the city of ferrara"

13113: "a period filming more intensively after the intense work renovating my 

barn in the mountains and filming the small town of comacchio and later the lido 

degli estensi where i stayed with august exploring and sleeping in the van before 

going  back  and  taking  more  walks  this  time  with  jacek  and  brett  finding  an 

excellent weather particularly climbing the carega mountain and later the pasubio 

finding spectacular views and at last leaving the alps and driving with myrthe 

through france filming grenoble and later the small town where ferdinand cheval's 

palace is located"

11118: "trash picked both in the netherlands and italy but then mostly in sweden 

takig advantage of the good spring weather going around the streets of stockholm"

11119: "staying mostly in italy and picking casually trash up in schio after 

small breaks from renovating and in vicenza while transiting to make small stops 

at my parents"

11120: "trash picked both in stockholm but also during my spring visit at my 

parents in venice now considering the streets by the canals like sidewalks"

11121: "a period of many travels between sweden and italy where i have been 

building my case-study and picking trash quite casually in both places"

11122: "being mostly in gothenburg mounting my exhibition there at the hasselblad 

foundation and taking time off to go pick trash around the city with many a 

evening parties and much trash to pick early morning"

11123: "taking lonely walks in stockholm avoiding to take the metro through the 

city center and going through the rich part of town finding several nice cards 

like a birthday card and also the business card of an old curator friend"

11124: "trash picked mostly walking in the southern  part of stockholm  again 

mostly going around alone and not feeling afraid to pick up very dirty things like



napkins"

11125:"trash  picked  while  gradually  going  from  sweden  to  italy  through  the 

netherlands and picking casually no going so much to big cities but mostly staying 

in culemborg and later in schio"

11126: "picking trash while in italy during the summer and particularly during a 

trip with august to some adriatic beaches going around with him at night waiting 

for the noise to stop and getting ready to sleep in the back of our van"

11127: "trash picked still during the italian summer holiday but also visiting on 

our way back french cities like grenoble and dijon walking a lot but finding not so 

much trash"

10079: "people got to know at my first quantified self conference in amsterdam 

and meeting for the first time morris with whom we had much in common including 

our childhood in montreal and meeting other people into quantifying but also one of 

the organizers really finding my project more special than the others"

07050: "a painting started before the summer and then left hanged in my studio 

during my time in italy renovating my barn and at last finished on my way back at 

the end of the summer with many tubes of colors now finishing keeping rather 

simple all the surfaces"

12114: "in the mist of a lot of casualties still related to islamic terror a big 

earthquake in central italy killing hundreds and hearing about it while also in 

italy with limited access to the internet"


